Classroom
security
indicators
MA Series locks

Overview
Securing classroom doors is a high priority in any
emergency situation to protect the students and
teachers inside each room. Falcon products provide
peace of mind that at their most basic level, these
critical security needs are met at a value price. The
Falcon MA Series mortise lock with indicator provides
an at-a-glance verification of the locked/unlocked
status of the door from inside of the classroom.
Anyone can quickly identify if the door is secured or if
it needs to be locked before proceeding with other
protocol and procedures that a school might have in
place. The status of the door can be changed from
Locked (red) to Unlocked (green) by inserting a key
into the cylinder and turning, and the status window
can be seen from distances near and far within the
room.* This product can be ordered with a new lock or
as a part to update existing MA441 classroom
security function locks.
* Window dimension: 1 1⁄8" x 3⁄4"

Ordering instructions
Falcon classroom security: MA Series lock
Function

Description

Lock

Levers

Application

Trim

Finish

How to Order

MA441

Classroom
security

Double
cylinder

Dane, Avalon,
Quantum,
Sutro

New lock

Escutcheon

626/630

Add SI suffix to trim.
Example: DNSI for Dane Napa

Sectional
Retro-fit

Escutcheon

Sectional

Add SI suffix to trim.
Example: DGSI for Dane Gala
626

AE87212-IC - 626

630

AE87212-IC - 630

626

AE55212-OC - 626

630

AE55212-OC - 630

Keeping schools secure with Falcon
In addition to classroom security locks with indicators, Falcon has a full line of door hardware products to aid
in a school’s safety and security.

Falcon T Series lock

Falcon 25 Series exit device

Falcon SC70 Series door closer

Classroom security function lock

Electric latch retraction

Regular arm

Application
The T Series lock with classroom
security function is a Grade 1, heavy
duty, high traffic cylindrical lock that
gives teachers and faculty the ability
to lock down a room with a key from
the inside of the door.

Application
Electric latch retraction can be used
to assure constant monitoring of
exterior doors, and control of who
enters and when they enter to
ensure security.

Application
The SC70 Series door closer ensures
your doors latch after being opened.
In the event of a critical situation,
doors that are closed and latched
can be quickly locked and secured.
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